It is a Good Day for Liberty.
I went to see a dentist. One of my teeth insisted. The dentist said that my teeth are conspiring against
me. The dentist recommended that I exile certain teeth from my mouth and drill others into submission.
It seems rather harsh; but I cannot have my teeth conspiring against me.
At a recent concealed carry class, a woman sported a covid mask with “666” written on it. Great idea!
Don’t wait for a covid vaccine, put a curse on the virus.
Claire McCaskill, ex-Senator from Missouri and hater of all things that we enjoy, has some sort of talk
show. She recently told her audience that women are “tired of guns.” This does not explain the increasing
percentage of women in my concealed carry classes. It does not explain the steady increase in women
buying guns. For some people reality does not matter.
The Supreme Court has recently denied ten different challenges on Second Amendment grounds.
There is a theory that the conservative members want another Second Amendment justice before taking on
a landmark case. The expected confirmation of Judge Barrett should solve that.
My coffee machine is broken. You must be a devout Mormon to survive a tragedy like that.
Many people like to brag about what they accomplished over the summer. I changed a light bulb. I
needed a stepladder to do so but now we have the answer to the age-old question; “How many lawyers does
it take to change a lightbulb?”
Everyone seems to predict violence following the election. Perhaps they are right. If it happens, try
to stay away from it.
I do not mean to criticize Mormons. I’ve always gotten on well with Mormons. Of course, I have not
met all of them. Devout Mormons do not drink coffee. That’s fine it leaves more for me. But my coffee pot
is broken.
Gateway Civil Liberties Alliance, a gun rights organization in St. Louis, has seen its Facebook page
canceled, and those of three of its officers. No warning, no reason, no appeal. This is the brave new world
these tech giants offer us; so long are we agree with their prejudices.
I cannot understand the hatred of some people. You cannot hold a different opinion or they must
physically attack you. You must not only fail to embrace their opinion with sufficient enthusiasm and they
will attack you. Senator Dianne Feinstein complemented Senator Graham over his handling the hearing to
confirm the new Supreme Court Justice. As she left the room, she hugged him. The howls from the left
made it sound like she had just endorsed compulsory cannibalism. Perhaps in the left’s world, that is what
happened.
When I went to the dentist, they took my blood pressure. I’d never seen a dentist do that before, but
they appear to have done it correctly. I have high blood pressure. Of course, with the events of this year
and a lady about to stick sharp objects in my mouth this is not surprising. It can be cured, or at least
suppressed, with a single daily pill. It is the diseases which require some sacrifice that frighten me. If they
want me to give up a cherished habit, this is a problem. Of course, my coffee pot is broken that that is likely
to raise my blood pressure.
There is a continuing dispute over point shooting vs aimed fire in self-defense. My opinion is that no
matter what style of shooting used, “I aimed my gun” sounds better in court. Pointing does not sound as
careful and we want to be seen as careful. Stressing the style of shooting would seem to complicate the
statement. It may confuse the jury, always a bad thing. You may have aimed quickly, but you aimed.
Joe Biden is full of statements about what he will do on his “first day in office.” If that dreadful event
happens, I suspect he will spend the first day locating the Presidential bathroom and the Presidential coffee
pot. My coffee pot is broken, and Joe Biden presents no plan to resolve this disaster.
Remington Arms has gone through bankruptcy. It appears that various parts of the company are
being sold off. This is a tragedy. One of the oldest gun companies is now gone. This may have the side
effect of abolishing the lawsuit against the company. The Sandy Hook school killer murdered his mother
and stole her Remington AR 15. He murdered his classmates. Plaintiffs in the lawsuit insist that he was
influenced by irresponsible Remington advertising to select a Remington AR for the murders. The ads
portrayed the gun as functioning like a gun. I believe this is a frivolous argument to avoid the Protection of
Lawful Commerce in Arms Act. I would like it to proceed to a vigorous repudiation by the courts. The legal
fees in this lawsuit contributed to the Remington bankruptcy. The usual suspects see this as a win.
My coffee pot is broken. Be careful. This could happen to you. I think it is affecting my memory.
In the words of two great time travelers, “Be excellent to each other!”
We shall overcome.

